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Chapter One introduces you to engineering, the engineering design process and 

different tools you can use when problem-solving. The units then continue into 

materials engineering, where you will learn about the internal structure of 

materials, how forces act upon different materials, and material properties. 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING  

 

 Objectives:  

Identify the four main kinds of engineering 

Identify which branch of engineering a specific application belongs to 

Define the job of a systems engineer 

Predict which jobs belong to a designer and which to an engineer 

 

 Key Terms: 

Engineer 

Chemical Engineer 

Mechanical Engineer 

Civil Engineer 

Electrical Engineer 

Systems Engineer 

Designer 

 

The Four Main Types of Engineering  

 

Welcome to the journey of becoming an engineer. Throughout this course, 

you will be asked to solve many real-life problems, and we hope you will learn that 

engineering is all about using high-level thinking skills to apply high-level 

knowledge to arrive at an effective solution. In short, engineering in its simplest 

and purest form is problem solving, and the information provided herein and the 

practical applications your teacher will guide you through, will prepare you to be 

the best engineer you can be. 

Let’s begin by looking at the four main categories of engineering: 

 

1) Chemical Engineer- responsible for using, producing, and the safety of 

chemicals, materials and energy sources.  

Engineers in this discipline will work for the Food and Drug Administration, 

provide testing and safety standards for anything from medicine to laundry 

detergent, and oversee and develop production of actual chemicals. 
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2) Electrical Engineer – responsible for practical applications of electrical 

energy, to power appliances, design and operate different mechanical 

systems and produce and distribute electrical power. An electrical engineer 

might design your computer, work for Verizon Wireless, or be designing a 

new power plant in your neighborhood. 

3) Mechanical Engineer- responsible for making things move! Any operation 

requiring mechanical energy is within the purview of a mechanical engineer. 

Bikes, cars, trains, buses, airplanes, boats, etc.… mechanical engineers rely 

heavily on math and physics to harness mechanical energy. 

4) Civil Engineers – responsible for building and maintaining bridges, roads, 

and other architectural structures. Civil engineers will often work in 

construction or land developing. 

 

The job of a systems engineer is as follows: 

A systems engineer is a team leader. Often a project will need more than one 

specialized engineer working on it. One engineer will wire the Segway, another 

will make the wheels spin twice as fast as the previous model, while a third will 

make sure the materials used leaves a very small carbon footprint. The systems 

engineer makes sure that all the components created by different engineers will be 

able to work together, safely, and within budget. 

 

The job of the designer is as follows: 

A designer oversees appeal. Designers and art are important to engineering, and 

some consider them a necessary component to solving a problem properly. 

However, a designer does not have the burden of making a functioning solution-

that is the engineer’s job. A designer needs to create design elements that will give 

the item/solution marketable value. 
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1.2 The Engineering Design Process 
 

Objectives: 

Understand and apply all stages of the engineering design process. 

Plan a project using the engineering design process. 

 

Key Terms: 

Idea-research-brainstorm-draft-build-test-communicate 

 

The Engineering Design Process 

Do you know that research has shown that using a process to arrive at a conclusion 

not only guarantees faster results, but the results are also more closely aligned with 

the original goals? Some people love to just jump right into a problem and suggest 

solutions as soon as they pop into their heads. However, it saves time, money, 

energy, and eventually produces a better result if a standard linear process is 

followed. Below you will see an outline of the engineering design process. This 

process was specially crafted in order to allow engineers to identify design 

opportunities, research, brainstorm, and build the best possible mousetrap. 

 

I- IDEA. An engineering project always begins with a design opportunity, a 

chance to develop a new product or a brand new idea for the next great 

invention. 

II- RESEARCH. Before the idea goes any further-you need to do some 

research-does anything like it already exist? Does your scientific 

understanding of the issue hold water? Speak to experts and look up the 

topic in reputable sources.  

III- BRAINSTORM. Write down all and any ideas for solutions. From the 

boring to the ludicrous to the way too expensive, this is where all the 

ideas get written down. Often the final solution will be a mashup of the 

best aspects of several different ideas that would never have worked on 

their own. Also, if later in the project you realize your current solution is 

not working, you will return to this step to pick another idea. 
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IV- DRAFT.  You will draw, yes even if you are a terrible artist, a rough 

draft of your design. You will map out the steps you will take to 

build/operate your product and it is usually at this step that you will need 

it approved by a superior. 

V- MATERIALS. Make a comprehensive list of materials. Ensure they are 

all within budget and obtainable. Safety concerns should be evaluated 

here as well. 

VI- BUILD. Everyone’s favorite part! Carefully follow your procedure to 

construct a prototype of your product. Often you will build a version that 

will differ significantly from your final product first, perhaps smaller, or 

from a cheaper material, or without electricity. However, you will 

eventually need a real working model. 

VII- TEST. Well, can your product solve the problem? Does it do what you 

built it to do? How well? Does it break easily? Can your design be easily 

reproduced or does it require lots of detailed hand-work? Does it meet 

safety standards? 

VIII- COMMUNICATE. It is time to show off your work. Market it. Show it 

to experts in the field and see what they think. And congrats on a job well 

done! 

 

  

Idea

Research

Brainstorm

Draft

Materials

Build

Test

Communicate
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1.3 Reinventing an Object 
 

Objectives: 

Summarize the different ways to recreate a preexisting object 

Identify which category an improvement falls under 

Reinvent an object using the “SCAMPER” tool 

 

Key Terms: 

SCAMPER 

Substitute 

Combine 

Adapt 

Put to Another Use 

Maximize/Minimize 

Elaborate/Eliminate 

Reverse/Rearrange 

 

Reinventing an Object 

Sometimes the best engineering happens not when you come up with a brand new 

way to solve an age old problem, but when you come up with an improvement to a 

preexisting solution. Engineers are called upon every day to improve preexisting 

products. Sometimes it is to troubleshoot a problem, other times it is simply to 

improve sales. Whatever the case may be, there are millions of ways you can 

change a product, how is it possible to zero in on one improvement? 

The tool described below is named “SCAMPER”, where each letter stands for a 

different approach to improving either functionality or design of a product. Go 

through each step and determine if the changes that fit into that category will suit 

your goals. 
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SCAMPER: 

 

S - substitute a different material to improve function or appeal (ex: make your 

phone out of rubber so it does not shatter when it falls) 

C - combine. Add two existing objects together to create a dual function. (ex: a 

spoon at the bottom of your straw-perfect for slurpees!) 

A - adapt. Slightly adapt the product so it can serve a more specific function. (ex: 

make a bicycle have a wider seat for heavier people) 

M - maximize or minimize. Either enlarge or shrink the product in order to achieve 

a specific function. (shrink the iPhone, now it fits in a regular sized pocket) 

E - elaborate or eliminate. Either add a design, or make the product simpler. (ex: 

create patterned wallets or only black ones) 

R - reverse or rearrange –change the look of the product by redistributing the 

elements. (ex: make a water bottle with a spout on the side, or sneakers with laces 

up the back) 
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“SCAMPER” 
a schoolbus

Substitute a 
plush leather 
seat for those 
hard benches

Combine a ferry 
service with a 
school bus by 

making the bus 
seaworthy

Adapt existing 
buses to be safe 

for young 
children by 

adding more 
safety features.

Maximize school 
buses so entire 

schools can fit on 
a single bus!

Make an 
elaborate 

change- paint 
the school buses 

pink!

Rearrange- add 
in some skylights 

instead of 
standard 
windows.
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1.4 Tension and Compression Forces 
 

Objectives: 

Identify different forces as a push or a pull. 

Differentiate between tension and compression forces. 

Analyze materials to determine their relative strength in compression and tension. 

Identify how the spring scale is used to measure force 

Understand what the unit “Newton” implies. 

 

Key Terms: 

Force 

Tension 

Compression 

Tensile Strength 

Compression Strength 

Spring Scale 

Newton 

 

Tension and Compression Forces 

We move now into a discussion of different materials, and what uses they are ideal 

for. A key to understanding materials engineering is understanding how materials 

react when different forces are applied to them. In this section we discuss some 

forces that might act on a material. 

 

A force is a push or a pull. 

 

Tension is a force that pulls outwards, while compression is a force that pushes 

inwards. Anytime we pull an object from both ends, or suspend an object from two 

ends and place weights on it, the object is under tension. Any time we place weight 

on a flat object, the object is being compressed. 

Different materials can withstand tension and compression in different amounts. 
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Tensile Strength-the ability of an object to withstand tension without fracture. 

Tensile strength is tested by stretching a material between two clamps and adding 

weights (or pre-weighed textbooks!) until the material begins to deform and then 

fractures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Compression Strength- the ability of an object to withstand the stress of 

compression forces. Compression strength is tested by placing weights (or pre-

weighed textbooks) on an object until it deforms and then fractures. 

 

A spring scale is a tool used to measure force. You may have encountered a spring 

scale if you have traveled overseas and have used a handheld “clip-on to the 

suitcase” scale to weight your luggage. A spring scale basically suspends the object 

in the air by a hook. That hook is attached to a spring, and the spring stretches 

more or less depending on how much weight is placed upon it. The spring scales 

are calibrated, and as the spring stretches, the slider will show you how many 

Newtons are being used. 

A Newton is defined as the amount of force it takes to lift 1 kg, or 100 grams 

against the pull of gravity.  

  

THIS IS A 

GREAT 

EXAMPLE OF A 

MATERIAL 

UNDER 

TENSION 
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1.5 Stress vs. Strain 
 

Objectives: 

Explain the connection between the stress acting on an object and the resultant 

strain. 

Understand the three different kinds of strain; elastic deformation, inelastic 

deformation and fracture. 

Define the different regions of a stress vs. strain graph 

Create a stress vs. strain graph based on material strain. 

 

Key terms: 

Stress 

Strain 

Elastic deformation 

Inelastic deformation 

Fracture 

 

Stress vs. Strain 

In continuing with our materials engineering, we learn how much stress a material 

can withstand, and what strain the material shows. 

 

A stress is a force (tension or compression) applied to a material. 

Strain is the material’s reaction to the stress. 

A solid material can have three different reactions to stress, depending on the 

magnitude (size) of the force. 

1. Elastic or plastic deformation- the material can either show no visible 

deformation or the material can deform in a way that is not permanent, displaying 

elasticity. 

2. Inelastic deformation- the material will deform in a permanent way, changing 

shape, or weakening. 

3. Fracture, the material cracks, either partially or entirely. 
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Usually a material will undergo all three of these sequentially, depending on the 

amount of force. For example, a very small tensile stress applied to the wood might 

cause only elastic deformation, however, if you place a slightly larger tensile 

stress, the wood would begin bending and deforming in a more permanent way. If  

 

 

from 45 to 90 pounds of pressure a piece of wood would undergo permanent 

deformation, then that is the inelastic region for the piece of wood. This also means 

that from 0-45 pounds of force, the wood would show no deformation at all, 

making that its elastic region. Finally, at 91 pounds of tensile force, the wood will 

splinter, creating the fracture point. 

Graphically this would be depicted like so: 

 
 

In this graph, the linear section represents elastic deformation. As you can see from 

the chart, that is the region from 0-45. 

The curved region between 45 and 90 represents the inelastic deformation region 

The x represents fracture 

 

  

 

90 

 

 

 

 

45 
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1.6 Categories of Materials 
 

Objectives: 

Analyze different materials to determine how they are unique 

Understand that the properties of a material can determine its reaction to different 

forces. 

Identify how the makeup of the material influences its properties 

 

Key Terms:  

Metals 

Ceramics 

Plastics 

Organics 

  

Categories of Materials 

 

Metals — metals make up a large portion of the natural elements found on earth. 

All metals are similar in that their electrons are arranged in a way that the atoms of 

a metal are most stable if they disassociate from one or two electrons This means 

that if you were to look at a metal under a microscope you would see a crystal 

lattice. A crystal lattice is a checkerboard pattern — there are positive metal ions 

patterned between free-moving electrons. The main point to understand is that the 

metal ions arrange themselves in an alternating pattern with the electrons, and that 

the electrons are free moving. Since the electrons do not belong to any one metal 

ion, the electrons are mobile. This allows metals to conduct electricity, as electrons 

move freely through them — imagine trying to cross a checkerboard standing only 

on the red squares — not a problem, right? This also gives metal its excellent 

thermal conductivity. Metals are also very ductile and malleable as well. This is 

because the bonds in a metal are fluid, very easily rearranged. 
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Ceramics — ceramics are actually used as insulators because of their unique 

design. A ceramic is made with some metallic elements and some non-metallic 

elements. The metallic elements have a design which allows the ceramic to absorb 

heat and electricity — just like a regular metal. However, once the heat or 

electrical energy is in the ceramic, the non-metallic part of the ceramic does not 

have the mobile electrons needed to transfer the heat or electrical energy. Ceramics 

trap heat and electrical energy inside them. Ceramics are not ductile, because the 

bonds in the non-metallic part are very well structured and connected in a lot of 

different ways, and not easily rearranged. However, these strong internal structure 

does make ceramic very good in compression. What do you think your bathroom 

tiles are made of? 

Plastics — plastics are chains of the same molecule repeated over and over and 

over. The good thing about these polymer chains is that each monomer (single 

molecule) is only connected in one place, so the bond is very easily wrapped 

around each other and molded to a different shape. Think of a string of beads, they 

are all attached but you can shape it however you like. This gives plastic its 

extreme ductility. However, because the monomers are connected in such a small 

way, plastics are very easy to melt and have a very low melting point. 

Organics — organic materials are materials that come from living things. They are 

made of Carbon, Oxygen, Hydrogen and Nitrogen and have small fibers that 

weave to form a visible “grain”. The strength of these organics varies if you go 

with or against the grain-think about cutting a steak. A great way to demonstrate 

this is to ask students to break a popsicle stick. The grain is clearly visible and it is 

obvious that it is much more difficult to break with the grain than against it. 


